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A. In this discussion I want to think reflectively about the epistemological impact of digital tech-
nologies on education and the life of the mind. 
1. By ‘education’ I do not mean what we might call schooling: the development, transmission, 

inculcation, or even elicitation of knowledge, skills, expertise, etc.2 Rather, I have in mind 
something more like the classical image of a liberal arts education: the nourishment, inspi-
ration, and formation of detached, reflective, deliberative judgment. That is: the formation 
of mind—somewhat along the lines of what is called “critical thinking.” Education so con-
strued is intended to encompass at least the following properties: 
a. Full-blooded—involving not just the intellect and reason, but also the emotion, com-

mitment, affect, body, and mutually engaged lives of enquiring individuals; 
b. Not simply something a property of an individual, but a form of reflective, inquiring, de-

liberative judgment co-constituted at individual, collective, and societal levels. As such, 
it should (among other things) comprise individual deliberation, communal debate & 
discussion (“small publics), and wide-ranging discursive engagement; 

c. An indissoluble admixture of thought, character, and seasoned judgment, forged as 
much from wonder, curiosity, critique, and responsibility as from rationality. 

d. At once passionate, dispassionate, and compassionate. 
2. By the ‘impact of digital technologies’ I mean neither: (i) technology per se; nor (ii) new 

digital practices (such as e-journals, online education, etc.)—including media or infor-
mation practices. Rather, I view the advent of digital technologies as catalysing new episte-
mologies—new forms of (individual, social, and cultural) epistemic practice, akin to the ep-
istemic transformations catalysed by the developments of writing and printing. In brief, I 
take digital technologies, for these purposes, to involve the introduction of a new and dis-
tinctive3 material substrate for creativity, discourse, and expression—one that (cf. Plato) 
has and will have more profound consequences for the structure of the episteme.4 

                                                             
†© 2012 Brian Cantwell Smith 
1McLuhan Coach House, 39A Queen's Park Crescent, Toronto. 
2Note that we call K-12 (kindergarten through high school) school; and also label professional graduate programs with the 
same word (law school, business school, medical school, iSchools, etc.). My focus is on something closer to a liberal arts 
education, perhaps best exemplified, in my view, by the elite liberal arts colleges in the U.S., and perhaps by classical educa-
tion in Europe. Canada has begun to explore liberal arts programs in recent years (e.g., a notable program at McMaster). 
3Three properties of particular importance: (i) its digitality, giving it a remarkable interplay of fixity and fluidity; (ii) its dy-
namic agency, giving it an ability to begin to shoulder some of the “footwork” of rationality; and (iii) the fact, as-yet insuffi-
ciently recognized in my view, that it materially participate in essentially a relativistic version of the space/time dialectic—
rather than in the familiar meso-scale (read: stupefyingly slow, from a physics point of view) character of human existence. 
4Another possible title for the discussion would be “The Digital Episteme” 
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B. The thesis I want to advance, in considering these issues, is roughly the following: 

 That (curiously, but optimistically) the advent of digital technologies (DT) will—or 
perhaps better: should—advance the cause of “genuine” education (by which I mean 
what is described in A·1, above: deliberative, reflective, critical, seasoned judgment). 

C. Some considerations in support of this thesis (to be explored in the ensuing paper/project): 
1. At the education/school level itself: DTs can (and will) play a major role in “off-loading” 

much of the “schooling” agenda that has intervened in contemporary conceptions and in-
stitutions of education: knowledge transfer and inculcation, practical skill development, etc.` 
a. For example: large (even mid-size) lectures are increasingly irrelevant on campus. If peo-

ple are going to “sit and listen,” they do better to watch exemplary lectures online, 
where they can pause, rewind, stop and make notes, etc. (This doesn’t necessarily mean 
doing so alone; cf. below). 

b. Soon it will be natural to require students to have listened to the lecture before coming to 
class. Class can start with questions and discussion, rather than ending that way. 

2. More widely, in terms of the forms of expertise required in society. 
a. As well as thinking through the educational process/experience, we need to reflect on 

the kinds of expertise that people will need, in a DT-drenched society. 
b. Increasingly, to put it provocatively: knowledge is passé—particularly any conception of 

knowledge having to do with a person’s retention of facts. What society needs aren’t 
people who know things, but people who can assess things, bring wisdom to bear, sift and 
assay, etc. (As usual, the business world is epistemologically way out ahead in recogniz-
ing this—no matter how much one might otherwise want to indict its intellectual cre-
dentials—e.g., for being instrumental, trendy, capitalist, or whatever.) 

c. This conception of the sorts of expertise that society needs would impact on the “goal” 
not just of education, but even of school, as described above. However I will leave those 
implications outside the realm of the present discussion. 

d. It will be objected that seasoned judgment requires knowledge—that unless you know, you 
can’t judge. Well, yes and no. Understanding how this goes, in detail, is one of the most 
urgent tasks I would like to address—one of the most important things that will need to 
be understood in order to have a serious assessment of the “digital episteme.” 
i. Some analogies: think about how great composers have an understanding of the in-

struments in the orchestra, even if they cannot play them; or of how dance choreog-
raphers, who admittedly typically come out of dance, understand movement, etc., 
even if they cannot (can no longer?) dance themselves. 

ii. DT-enabled expertise, I believe, will soon be far better characterised as an ability to 
choreograph knowledge rather than to possess it. (Programming is increasingly like this: 
whereas 30 years ago being a good programmer meant being able to develop and 
code algorithms, contemporary programming expertise lies far more in the ability to 
aggregate packages and libraries from across the internet and assemble them into a 
working system). 

3. Philosophically, we talk about ‘critical thinking,’ ‘formation,’ etc. What is curious is that, 
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although the university has not caught up in this regard, I believe society increasingly rec-
ognizes the value of people trained in what, from a traditional point of view, looks more 
like philosophical than typical subject-matter expertise. 
a. By ‘philosophy’ I do not mean the strictures of the academic discipline, but what the 

word has historically meant. (A potentially useful “just so” story: Philosophy was once 
the hallway. Over the centuries, it spun off the sciences, as rooms. Eventually philoso-
phy came to have room envy. So it narrowed, “disciplinized,” and tried to become a 
room on its own. What we need is to renew the hallway.) 

b. As it happens, my own PhD students bear out this trend: a number have been hired at 
McKinsey (a multi-national business consulting firm), who are famous for recognizing 
the commercial power and importance of people who excel at sound conceptual analy-
sis and critical thinking. Another anecdote: while I was in Silicon Valley, a number of 
valley firms (including Adobe, among others) came to Stanford and said: “Don’t push 
so hard on giving your students technical skills. We can provide those. What we need—
and what we are not finding enough of among your graduates—are people with tech-
nical judgment. What we are looking for is not people who understand the technology 
per se, but who can bring seasoned technical judgment to bear on a wide diversity of socio-
economic problems.”) 

D. Plan 
1. What I would like to do (to point towards in this discussion, and perhaps to explore in 

depth in a project to come out of this) is to step through a number of practices, issues, 
etc., with this orientation in mind, and to look more closely at the impact of the DT shift in 
the epistemic state of individuals, institutions, and society. At least initially, I will focus on 
the impact of DT on universities and institutions dedicated to developing the life of the mind. 

2. One compelling example: the role of the campus. 
a. Campuses are no longer needed for a number of things: 

i. Accumulation, curation, and making available of large stores of works (e.g. libraries) 
ii. Presentation of lectures (setting aside question-and-answer; see below) 
iii. In many cases, laboratory equipment (recording studios, computer labs, etc.) 

b. What we need to recognize, given these developments, is how fabulously important 
campuses nevertheless remain. (We must find ways to bring such value forward, if we 
are to do justice to their extraordinary expense.) 

c. The proposal I would like to argue: that campuses should be used for is as places for 
critical discursive engagement—discussions, mutual debate, living together (the college 
model), etc. 

d. Students should learn what they need to know (in the “facts” and “skills” sense) off-
campus, on their own time.5 Learning, in that sense, should not be why students come 
to campus. Rather, campus should be where they wrestle, discuss, engage, question, 
season, etc. 

                                                             
5Note that this is just what one imagines in a first-rate seminar; that people have read the material, seriously, and formulat-
ed questions before “coming to class.” The point is that the “imaginary” of the campus would be that this is what campuses 
are for—not that this is selective or rare (e.g., in U.of.T 199 courses, etc.). 
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e. Another inspiring example: Harvard houses, where not just students live, but engaged 
professionals and academics live too.6 Could we not make campuses in general like the 
Harvard houses—communal sites of reflective deliberation—and relegate the classrooms 
to the internet? 

f. Possible new models for academic staff: “interpreters/discussants” of lectures (so that a 
catalyst for discussion would interpret/critique/engage with Feynman’s physics lectures 
in a small group (seminar). The elite liberal arts college model in the U.S. might serve as 
a model in this respect. 

3. Laboratories 
a. Another case (I have written about this in a proposal; I will incorporate that here): in 

the sciences, laboratories play a critical educational role. While originally imagined (and 
financially defended) as playing a role in housing sensitive equipment, in fact their pri-
mary educational role is epistemic; they serve as a regular place where people congre-
gate, develop “small, trusted publics,” are held mutually but trustingly accountable, etc. 

b. One thing I want to argue, in any paper that comes out of this, is that we need humani-
ties laboratories too—places with good espresso, comfortable chairs, etc., to house/host/ 
catalyse intensive discursive engagement, and that these are just as educationally and 
epistemologically important as any science lab (e.g.: CFI should fund them). 

4. A third case to be considered in depth: discursive engagement and peer review. 
a. Historically, even the “solitary author” model of the humanities is not one of an isolated 

intellect. Rather, the work itself engages (comments on, responds to, engages in conver-
sation with) the works of others. Papers are also peer-reviewed. And there are class dis-
cussions—and (not incidentally) coffee houses and bars. 

b. The forms, rhythms & pace, and materialities of these practices of discursive engage-
ment are being radically opened up through the prevalence of DT. 

c. The speed of interaction has of course increased, especially over long-distances; and the 
need for co-location for immediate exchange has started to give way, and will give way 
more and more in coming years. 

d. So a huge thing to consider is how the forms of commentary, critique, interaction, peer 
review, etc., will be mediated by the new forms of enabling substrate. 

E. And so on. These are just some opening telegraphic remarks. Fundamentally, the aim of the 
discussion/project is not even so much to argue for anything as to present a vision of a new role 
for education and the university, that, in virtue of embracing DT: 
1. Promotes the critical aspects of “genuine” education that we care about so much; and  
2. Derogates the forms of “knowledge transfer and inculcation of practical skill” that have 

pushed that kind of deliberative, quiet, reflection education out of the centre of the con-
temporary academy. 

————————————————•• ———————————————— 

                                                             
6U.of.T’s University College is an interesting case: it has a great deal of unused space—but I have never heard anyone suggest 
that doctors, lawyers, etc., should live there, alongside—and engaged with—students, on a Harvard house model. 


